A Discovery Owners Association, Inc., name badge is just the thing to wear to rallies or chapter gatherings. The badge helps everyone to get to know you. It is 3" wide and 1.5" high.

To order: 1) Print out a list of what you are ordering; 2) Write a check for the total amount of the order; 3) Print your name(s); and 4) Print your ship-to address. Send all items to The Signman, PO Box 622143, Oviedo FL 32762-2143 (telephone 407.365.3722; fax 407.365.7786). Orders take about two weeks from receipt of order to delivery of items.

Badge with pin back (with or without two holes) .................................................. $5.00
Badge with magnet back (with or without two holes) .............................................. $6.75
Bolo tie (specify black or white) ........................................................................... $3.50
Job bar (for national officers/chairmen) with rings .............................................. $3.50
Shipping ............................................................................................................. $3.00

*When you order your badge, specify if you want two holes in the bottom two corners (just in case you decide to serve the national organization in the future and will want a job ID bar). If you don’t specify, the badge will come without corner holes. There is no extra charge for drilling the holes.

DOAI MEMBER DECALS
Additional DOAI decals (white on clear static-cling background) are available for $2.00 (US funds, US delivery only). These are great on the toad and/or passenger/driver side windows on the D. Supplies are limited. Send your order to:
Elaine Holley
2317 Fran Circle Clyde, TX
79510-3441

Letters are white; background is clear, not light gray as shown here.
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